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It is shown that if H, K are any finitely generated subgroups of a free group F
and U is any cyclic subgroup of F, then any intersection Hg U l Kg U of double1 2
 .cosets contains only a finite number of double cosets H l K gU, and an explicit
upper bound for this number is given in terms of the ranks of H and K and a
generator of U. This result is then applied to the intersection of finitely generated
subgroups H, K of a free product with amalgamation G s A ) B with A free and
U
U maximal cyclic in A. Under the assumption that H and K intersect all
conjugates of U trivially, an upper estimate is established for the ``Karrass]Solitar
rank'' of H l K in terms of the KS-ranks of H and K, a generator of U, and
max rank gy1 Hg l A , max rank gy1 Kg l A . 4  4 .  .
ggG ggG
Here the Karrass]Solitar rank of H F A ) B is defined to be the size of a natural
U
set of generating subgroups of H, afforded by the Karrass]Solitar subgroup
theorem for amalgamated products A ) B.
U
INTRODUCTION
It is a well known and not infrequently used fact in group theory that if
H, K are any subgroups of a group G, then the intersection Hg l Kg of1 2
 .any two cosets of H, K respectively, is either empty or a single right
coset of H l K. However, in the more general situation of double cosets
Hg U, Kg U, where U is a further subgroup of G, the intersection Hg U l1 2 1
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 .Kg U may contain more than one, and even infinitely many, H l K, U -2
 .:  .:double cosets. For example, taking G [ Z = Z, H [ 1, 0 , K [ 0, 1
 .:and U [ 1, 1 , we have HU s KU s G, so that HU l KU s G, while
 4  .H l K s 1 , so that the H l K, U -double cosets contained in HU l
KU s G are just the left cosets of U in G, of which there are, of course,
infinitely many.
However, if G is free, H and K are arbitrary subgroups of finite ranks,
 .and U is cyclic, this cannot occur, and in fact the number of H l K, U -
double cosets contained in any Hg U l Kg U is bounded in terms of the1 2
length and largest root of a generator of U, and the ranks of H and K.
 w x .The following result represents a corrected version of 2, Corollary 4.4 .
THEOREM 1. Let F be a free group, and let H, K, and U be subgroups of
finite, nonzero ranks h, k, and 1, respecti¨ ely. Let u denote a generator of U,
< <and write u for the length of u in terms of any set X of free generators of F.
Then each intersection Hg U l Kg U, g , g g F, contains at most1 2 1 2
< < < <8 u h y 1 q 3m 8 u k y 1 q 3m 1 .  .  .
 .double cosets of the form H l K gU, where m is the largest integer such that
w m s u for some w g F.
 .Remarks. 1 We do not know what happens if U is not cyclic.
 .2 It is likely that this result, and indeed the proof we give below,
can be extended to the case where F is a free product of cyclic groups.
 .3 The theorem can be translated into a statement about orbits of
right cosets of H, K, and of pairs of these, under the action of right
multiplication by the elements of U.
The above theorem is proved in Section 1. In Section 2 we give an
application to intersections of finitely generated subgroups H, K of certain
amalgamated products A ) B. The theorem we establish may be regarded
U w xas the latest in a series extending the initial result of Howson 5 , giving an
upper estimate for the rank of the intersection H l K of two finitely
generated subgroups H, K of a free group in terms of the ranks of H and
w xK. Soma 11 established an analogous bound in the case of a free product
 w x. w x  w x.A) B improved in 3 . In 1 see also 4, 6 it was shown that an
amalgamated product G s A ) B has the Howson property i.e., the inter-
U
.section of any two finitely generated subgroups is again finitely generated
provided A is free, U is maximal cyclic in A, and B has this property. In
w x2 an attempt was made to establish a quantitative version of this result,
 .but with only very partial success see Remark 7 below . In the present
 .paper, we apply Theorem 1 or rather the lemma used to prove it to give a
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w xsomewhat less ambitious quantitative version of the main result of 1 , still,
however, in line with the trend set by Howson's result. This involves the
``Karrass]Solitar rank'' of a subgroup H F A ) B, which is, roughly speak-
U
ing, the size of a fairly natural set of subgroups generating H, afforded by
w xthe Karrass]Solitar subgroup theorem 7 describing the structure of
subgroups of A ) B. The precise definition of the KS-rank is given in
U
Subsection 2.1; it generalizes the ``Kurosh rank'' of a subgroup of A) B,
w xintroduced in 3 , and ultimately the Nielsen]Schreier rank of a subgroup
.of a free group.
THEOREM 2. Consider G s A ) B where A is free and U is maximal cyclic
U
in A. Let H, K be two finitely generated subgroups of G with the property that
y1 y1  4H l gUg s K l gUg s 1 for all g g G. Then each of the KS-ranks of
H, K, H l K is an in¨ariant of that subgroup and the decomposition G s
A ) B, and, writing m [ KS-rank H, n [ KS-rank K, we ha¨e
U
 2 2 4KS-rank H l K F r r 8m n q ??? q 1, 2 .  .H K
where the expression in braces stands for a rational polynomial in m, n with
highest degree term 8m2 n2, and
< < y1r [ max 1, 8 u rank gAg l H y 1 q 3 4 . .H
ggG
 . < <with r defined similarly . Here u is the length of a generator u of U inK
terms of any free basis for A. Note also that the quantities m, n, r , r are allH K
.finite.
 w x.The following example concocted from an example of Moldavanskiõ 8Æ
shows that the assumptions of the theorem cannot be entirely dispensed
 < :  < :with. Take A s a, u au s ua , B s b, u bu s ub , free abelian groups
 :  :  :of rank 2, U s u , and H s au, b , K s a, b F A ) B. It is then easy
U
to compute that
 i yi < :H l K s a ba i s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . ,
 .free of infinite rank and infinite KS-rank .
COROLLARY. With G s A ) B as in the theorem, if H, K F G are finitely
U
generated subgroups intersecting all conjugates of A and B tri¨ ially, then H, K,
and H l K are free, and
rank H l K F 8m2 n2 q ??? , .
where m and n are the ranks of H and K.
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 .  .  .Remarks continued . 4 Does some version of 2 hold without the
restriction that H, K intersect all conjugates of U trivially? We note at the
 .appropriate point in the proof in Subsection 2.4 what perhaps is needed
for the proof to go through without this restriction. It is relevant to note in
this connection that it seems unlikely that the KS-rank of a subgroup H is
an invariant of H and the decomposition G s A ) B in general.
U
 .5 The proof of Theorem 2 ultimately exploits the idea of the proof
w x  w xof the original result of Howson in 5 see W. D. Neumann 9 for an
.  .especially clear exposition . Note that, by contrast with 2 , in the bound of
w x   4.Howson and that of 3 the case U s 1 the leading term of the bound is
 . .2 rank H rank K .
 .6 Under the condition on H in Theorem 2, H is a free product of
 .the ``natural set of subgroups'' see above whose size is the KS-rank of H,
 .and similarly for K and H l K see Proposition 1 in Subsection 2.1 .
 .Hence using the Grushko]Neumann theorem, one can obtain from 2 a
 .bound for d H l K , the minimum number of generators of H l K, in
 .  .  .terms of d H and d K assuming such a bound exists for B . Without
this restriction on H F A ) B, it seems difficult to find inequalities in both
U
 .  w xdirections relating KS-rank H and d H . See in this connection 13, 10 ,
which establish an analogue of the Grushko]Neumann theorem for A ) B
U
. w xunder certain conditions. Note that Soma 12 has obtained using geomet-
 .   . .  .rical methods the superior bound d H l K F 1161 d H y 1 d K y
.  <w x w x:1 q 1 for subgroups H, K of the surface group a, b, c, d a, b s c, d .
 .This is of course a rather special case although of particular interest of
an amalgamated product of the type considered in Theorem 2.
 .7 Much of the present paper consists of a re-ordering, emendation,
w xand reproving in a more natural context, of the main results of 2 . The
 .first author Burns thanks D. E. Cohen for pointing out errors in that
paper; those particular errors, and others, have, it is hoped, been circum-
vented or corrected in the present exposition.
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
This depends on the following rather technical lemma, a quantitative
w x w xversion of 1, Theorem 6.1 , and a corrected version of 2, Lemma 4.2 . It
seems very likely that the lemma holds more generally for free products of
cyclic groups.
LEMMA 1.1. Let F be a free group and let U be any cyclic subgroup of F,
< <with generator u. Let u denote the length of the element u in terms of any free
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basis X of F, and let m be the largest integer such that u s w m for some
element w of F. Then the following hold:
 .i There is a left trans¨ ersal T for U in F with the property that
corresponding to each coset Hg of each finitely generated nontri¨ ial subgroup
H of F, there is a subset V : U, containing at most
< <8 u rank H y 1 q 3m 3 .  .
elements, such that
Hg : TV gy1Hg l U . 4 . .
 .  .ii If u is not a proper power in F i.e., m s 1 , then there is a
 .  .trans¨ ersal T which additionally to 3 and 4 satisfies
 4  4U T _ 1 s T _ 1 . 5 . .
 . wProof. The proof initially recapitulates with some changes that of 2,
x  .Lemma 4.2 , as far as that incomplete argument goes.
We first consider the case where u is not a proper power in F, i.e.,
where m s 1. We may assume that u is cyclically reduced as a word in the
alphabet X j Xy1, by replacing X by fXfy1, where u s fufy1 in reducedÃ
form, with u cyclically reduced. This assumed, let T be a complete set ofÃ 1
representatives of double cosets UaU, a g F, such that each representative
is an element of shortest length in its double coset. It then follows as in the
w x   4.  4proof of 2, Lemma 2.2 that T [ U T _ 1 j 1 is a left transversal for1
 .U in F, moreover satisfying 5 .
 . r rNote that if we can prove 4 with gu \ g replacing g, where u is anyÃ
element of U, then it will follow for g ; for then
Hg s Hguyr : TV gy1Hg l U uyr s TVuyr gy1Hg l U , .Ã Ã Ã .
and the set Vuyr has the same number of elements as V. Thus we may
suppose that g has ur as a terminal segment for any convenient value of r.
Since every element a of T was chosen as a shortest element of UaU, it1
follows that the longest initial segment that either a or ay1 can have in
1y1 < <common with u or u has length at most u . Hence we have in2
particular that, provided a / 1, for any integers p, q with p ) 0, the
reduced form of the word u pay1 uq will have either u p or u py1 as the
largest power of u occurring as an initial segment. We are here exploiting
.the assumption that u is not a proper power in F.
Now let V be a maximal set of elements us, s g Z, from distinct cosets1
y1 s  4of g Hg l U in U, such that t u g Hg for some t g T _ 1 . We shalls s
show that V is finite, and establish an appropriate upper bound for its1
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size. To this end let S be any finite subset of odd powers of u contained in
V , and choose a natural number m ) s q 1 for all s with us g S. As1
noted earlier in the proof we may assume that um is the largest power of u
 mq 1occurring as a terminal segment of g so that u is not a terminal
. msegment of g . Write g s gu in reduced form; then no cancellationÃ
occurs between the end of g and the beginning of ur, for any r ) 0.Ã
Since each t us, us g S, belongs to Hg, we have that guys ty1 g H, or,s s
using g s gum, that gumy s ty1 g H. Furthermore, using the conditionÃ Ã s
y1 y1 qs  4t / 1, we can rewrite t as a u for some a g T _ 1 , and somes s s s 1
integer q . It then follows that gumy say1 uqs g H for every us g S. FromÃs s
the preceding argument and the condition m y s y 1 ) 0, we infer that
either umy s or umy sy1, but no larger power of u, is intact immediately
following g in the reduced form of the element gumy say1 uqs g H.Ã Ã s
< < siWriting n for S , and taking the s with u g S in decreasing order, wei
conclude that we have n elements of H with reduced forms
guk1¨ , guk 2 ¨ , . . . , guk n¨ , 0 - k - k - ??? - k ,Ã Ã Ã1 2 n 1 2 n
where g does not have u as a terminal segment, each k is either of theÃ i
form m y s or m y s y 1, and no ¨ has u as an initial segment. Thei i i
fact that the s are all odd ensures that the k form a strictly increasingi i
.sequence.
 .Consider now the Cayley graph G F, X, H of F mod H, with vertices
the right cosets Hw of H in F, and with an oriented edge from Hw to
ÃHwx for each vertex Hw and each x g X. Let G denote the spine of this
graph, i.e., the subgraph obtained by removing every subtree of G incident
Ã .with the rest of G in exactly one vertex but leaving that vertex in G . It is
Ã .well known that the genus of G or G is equal to the rank of H, whence
one may derive the formula
2 rank H y 1 s ¨ x y 2 , 6 .  .  . .
ÃxgVertG
Ã .where ¨ x denotes the valency of the vertex x. We shall now show that G
 . < < has at least n y 1 r2 u distinct branch points i.e., vertices of valency
.  .) 2 . From this it will then follow via 6 that
n y 1
2 rank H y 1 G , .
< <2 u
< < .and thence in turn that the size of S is bounded above by 4 u rank H y 1
q 1.
Ã  . < <To see that G has at least n y 1 r2 u branch points, first write
¨ [ ¨ n u, the longest common initial segment of ¨ and u. Since no ¨Ãi i i i
has u as initial segment, each ¨ is a proper initial segment of u, possiblyÃi
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k i Ãtrivial. Each coset Hgu ¨ , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, is a branch point of G, sinceÃ Ãi
Ãit is at this vertex that the two reduced closed paths in G corresponding to
guk i ¨ and guk iq1¨ diverge. Next, observe that since the ¨ are all properÃ Ã Ãi iq1 i
< <initial segments of u, at most u of them are distinct. Also, recall that each
< <k s m y s or m y s y 1. Hence if more than 2 u many of the cosetsi i i
Hguk i ¨ , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, should all coincide, then it would follow that forÃ Ãi
some i, j with 1 F i - j F n y 1,
Hguk i ¨ s Hguk j ¨ ,Ã Ã Ã Ãi j
where ¨ s ¨ and k and k have the same form m y s# or m y s# y 1.Ã Ãi j i j
It would then follow in turn that Hguk i s Hguk j, whenceÃ Ã
usjys i s uk jyk i g gy1Hg l U s uym gy1Hg l U um s gy1Hg l U, .Ã Ã
contradicting the choice of the us# as representing different cosets of
y1 < < k ig Hg l U in U. Thus at most 2 u of the cosets Hgu ¨ can coincide withÃ Ãi
Ã  . < <any single vertex, whence we infer that G has at least n y 1 r2 u branch
points, as claimed.
Since any finite subset S of odd powers of u in V is bounded by1
< < .4 u rank H y 1 q 1, it follows that the set of all odd powers of u in V is1
< < .bounded by 4 u rank H y 1 q 1, and so, similarly, is the set of all even
< < .powers of u in V . Hence V is bounded by 8 u rank H y 1 q 2.1 1
Now by definition of V , all elements of the possibly non-empty set1
w  y1 .x s s1 s2Hg _ TV g Hg l U take the form u . If u and u are two such1
 s1.y1 s2 . ys1qs 2 y1elements, then u u s u g g Hg l U; hence all such ele-
y1 s0 y1 .ments lie in a single coset of g Hg l U, say u g Hg l U . Therefore
 s04in the present case m s 1, the set V [ V j u will have size bounded1
 .  .by 3 and satisfying 4 .
The above argument assumed that u is not a proper power in F.
Suppose now the contrary, say u s w m, where w is not a proper power,
< < < <and m ) 1. Then u F m w and by choosing free generators of F appro-
< < < <priately, we may assume that in fact u s m w . The above argument with
Ã  :w in place of u shows that there is a left transversal T for W [ w in F,
such that corresponding to any coset Hg of any finite-rank subgroup H of
ÃF, there is a subset V : W, such that
ÃÃ y1Hg : TV g Hg l W . .
y1 y1 < <Let M be any transversal for g Hg l U in g Hg l W; then M F m
and
ÃÃ y1Hg : TVM g Hg l U , 7 . .
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where
Ã < < < <VM F m 8 w rank H y 1 q 3 s 8m w rank H y 1 q 3m .  .
< <s 8 u rank H y 1 q 3m. 8 .  .
Let R be a fixed transversal for U in W. Then clearly we are working here
.entirely in the infinite cyclic group W there is a subset V of U with
Ã< < < <V F VM such that
ÃVM : RV . 9 .
Ã  .  .The set T [ TR is then a fixed left transversal for U in F, and from 7
 .and 9 we infer that
Hg : TV gy1Hg l U . .
Ã Ã< < < < < <  .Since V F VM , and VM is bounded by 8 , the desired conclusion
follows.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Thus, as in the statement of that
theorem, let F be a free group, H, K, U subgroups of ranks h, k, 1,
respectively, and let u denote a generator of U. By the above lemma, there
is a left transversal T for U in F such that corresponding to each pair of
cosets Hg, Kg there are subsets V , V of U satisfyingH K
< < < < < < < <V F 8 u h y 1 q 3m , V F 8 u k y 1 q 3m 10 .  .  .H K
 .where m is as defined in Lemma 1.1 , such that
Hg : TV gy1Hg l U , Kg : TV gy1Kg l U . 11 . .  .H K
We may clearly also assume that different elements of V lie in differentH
cosets of gy1Hg l U in U, and similarly for V . Let W and W beK H K
transversals in U for gy1Hg l U and gy1Kg l U, respectively, such that
V : W , V : W .H H K K
Consider now any two double cosets Hg U, Kg U, g , g g F; if these1 2 1 2
 .have empty intersection the bound 1 holds trivially. Otherwise Hg U s1
HgU and Kg U s KgU for any element g in Hg U l Kg U. Let Y be a2 1 2
 .full set of representatives from T of double cosets H l K yU contained
in HgU l KgU. Obviously each y g Y may be expressed as
y s hgu s kg¨ , h g H , k g K , u , ¨ g U. 12 .
In fact we may choose such expressions with uy1 g W , ¨y1 g W . ForH K
suppose for instance uy1 s wu where w g W , u g gy1Hg l U; then1 H 1
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y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 Ã y1 Ãu s u w and y s hgu s hgu g gw s hgw , where h [1 1
y1 y1  y1 .y1hgu g g H, and w g W , as required. Thus we may assume that1 H
 . y1 y1in 12 , u g W , ¨ g W .H K
This assumed, we have for each y g Y, yuy1 g Hg, y¨y1 g Kg, with
uy1 g W , ¨y1 g W . Since T is a left transversal for U in F, and Y : T ,H K
 .it follows from 11 together with the fact that V : W , V : W , thatH H K K
y1 y1 < < < <u g V , ¨ g V . Hence Y contains at most V = V elements,H K H K
since if y , y g Y are such that1 2
y s h guy1 s k g¨y1 , y s h guy1 s k g¨y1 ,1 1 1 2 2 2
then y yy1 g H l K, and therefore y , y could not represent distinct1 2 1 2
 .  .H l K, U -double cosets. The desired bound 1 now follows from this
 .and 10 .
2. APPLICATION TO AMALGAMATED PRODUCTS:
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We subdivide this section into four subsections. In the first, Subsection
2.1, we give a full statement of the Karrass-Solitar subgroup theorem for
an amalgamated product G s A ) B, exhibiting the structure of an arbi-
U
trary subgroup H F A ) B. In terms of this theorem we then define the
U
``Karrass]Solitar rank'' of such a subgroup H and show that, under the
y1  4condition H l gUg s 1 for all g g G, the KS-rank is an invariant of
H and the given decomposition G s A ) B. In Subsection 2.2 the ``Kar-
U
rass]Solitar graph'' of H F A ) B is defined, of Euler characteristic 1 y
U
.KS-rank H , and, in part under the same restriction on H, certain relevant
properties of this graph are established. In Subsection 2.3 we use Theorem
 .1 to obtain under suitable conditions on A and U an upper bound on the
 .number of double cosets H l K gU of a certain pertinent type contained
in HgU l KgU, where now H, K are subgroups of A ) B.
U
Finally, in Subsection 2.4, the results of these preparatory subsections
are brought together to give a proof of Theorem 2. Note that the
organization of that proof, as described above, follows that of the paper
w x .3 .
2.1. The Karrass]Solitar Subgroup Theorem and the KS-Rank of H F A ) B
U
The amalgamated product G s A ) B may be defined as follows: A
U
group G is called the free product of two of its subgroups A, B, amalgamat-
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ing their intersection A l B \ U, say, if for each pair T , T of leftA B
transversals containing 1 for U in A, B, respectively, every element g of G
can be uniquely expressed in the form
g s t ??? t u , 13 .1 n
 .  4  .where n G 0, u g U, t g T j T _ 1 i s 1, . . . , n , and t , t do noti A B i iq1
 .both belong to T nor to T i s 1, . . . , n y 1 . We write G s A ) B. WeA B
U
 . shall call the right hand side of 13 the normal form for g relative to
.  < < .T , T . The element g will be said to have length n g s n , to begin withA B
 .t and to end with t u. Finally, the elements t ??? t i s 0, . . . , n will be1 n 1 i
called initial segments of g, and u the U-syllable of g.
The following definition is needed for the subgroup theorem. A Kar-
 .rass]Solitar KS -system for a subgroup H of G s A ) B relative to left
U
transversals T , T for U in A, B, respectively, both containing the identityA B
 .1, is a pair C , C of right transversals for H in G, with the followingA B
properties:
 .i for all g g C j C , where g s t ??? t u in normal form,A B 1 n
 . y1  .a if g g C , then gu g C and similarly for C ;A A B
 . y1 b if u s 1 and t g T , then g, gt g C and similarly, ifn A n A
y1 .t g T , then g, gt g C ;n B n B
 . y1c if gu g C l C , then g g C l C ;A B A B
 .ii if D is the set consisting of 1 and all nontrivial g g C whichA A
have u s 1 and t g T , then D is a complete double coset representa-n B A
 .  .tive system for G modulo H, A and similarly for D ;B
 .iii if R is the set of all g g C which have u s 1, then R is aA A A
 . complete double coset representative system for G modulo H, U and
.similarly for R .B
The Karrass]Solitar subgroup theorem is then as follows:
w xTHE KARRASS]SOLITAR SUBGROUP THEOREM 7, Theorem 5 . Let H F
G s A ) B, and let T , T be any left trans¨ ersals containing 1 for U in A, B,A B
U
respecti¨ ely. There exists a KS-system for H in G, and for any such system
 .C ,C the following conditions hold:A B
 .i the set
y1 <F [ t [ r w r r g R _ R , . 4r A B
 .where w : C ª C is the bijection defined by Hg s Hw g , freely generates aA B
free group F;
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 . y1 dAii the subgroups of H of the form d Ad l H \ A , d g D ,A A H A A
and d Bdy1 l H \ B dB, d g D , are the ¨ertices of a tree-product M, say,B B H B B
in which AdA and B dB are neighbouring ¨ertices whene¨er either d s d s 1,H H A B
or d and d are ``a syllable apart,'' i.e., d is obtained from d by deletingA B A B
the last syllable of d or ¨ice ¨ersa, and then U d [ dUdy1 l H, where d isB H
the longer of d , d , is the subgroup amalgamated between them under theA B
identity mapping;
 .iii the subgroup H is the HNN-extension
 < w r . y1 r :H s F , M relM , t U t s U , r g R _ R ,r H r H A B
w r .  .  .y1 r y1 where U [ w r Uw r l H, and U [ rUr l H the ``associatedH H
.subgroups'' of the HNN-extension .
We now define the ``Karrass]Solitar rank'' of a subgroup H of G s
 w x.A ) B relative to any KS-system. We first define as in 2 families Q andA
U
Q of the tree-product base M of H considered as an HNN-extension asB
.in the Karrass]Solitar subgroup theorem above :
dA y1 < dA y1Q [ A [ d Ad l H d g D , A g d Ud ; 4A H A A A A H A A
dB y1 < dB y1Q [ B [ d Bd l H d g D , B g d Ud . 4B H B B B B H B B
 4Also write d [ 1 if both A l H F U and B l H F U, but H l U / 1 ;H
otherwise set d [ 0. It is not difficult to deduce from the KS-subgroupH
theorem that H F A ) B is generated by the set F together with
U
the sets AdA _U dA, B dB _U dB, and U l H. We shall call the elements ofH H H H
 . these sets Karrass]Solitar KS- generators of H relative to a given
 . .KS-system C , C for H . We now define the Karrass]Solitar rank ofA B
H F G s A ) B by
U
< < < < < <KS-rank H [ F q Q q Q q d .A B H
  4Note that if U s 1 , this reduces to the ``Kurosh rank'' of a subgroup of
w x .A) B, introduced in 3 .
It seems unlikely that this quantity is an invariant of H and the
decomposition G s A ) B in general. It, or some appropriately modified
U
variant of it, may be invariant if U is malnormal in A and B, i.e.,
y1  4  .aUa l U s 1 for all a g A_U and similarly for B . However, in the
y1  4situation of present relevance, namely where gUg l H s 1 for all
g g G, it is relatively easy to establish invariance.
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y1  4PROPOSITION 1. If H F A ) B satisfies gUg l H s 1 for all g g G,
U
 :then H is the free product of the free group F and the members of Q andA
Q , and the KS-rank is an in¨ariant of H and the decomposition G s A ) B.B
U
 < < < < < < .In fact each of F , Q , Q is separately such an in¨ariant.A B
 :Proof. That H is the free product of F and the members of the
families Q and Q is immediate from the KS-subgroup theorem, since theA B
edge groups and associated subgroups of H, considered as an HNN-exten-
sion as in that theorem, are all trivial.
Consider any nontrivial subgroup of H of the form gAgy1 l H. Let
Hg s Hd a where d g D , d a g C , a g A. Then d agy1 g H, whenceA A A A A A
gAgy1 l H is conjugate in H to
y1y1 y1 y1 y1d ag gAg d ag l H s d Ad l H . .  .A A A A
y1  4 y1  4Since gAg l H / 1 and d Ud l H s 1 by assumption, it followsA A
that d Ady1 l H g d Udy1, whence d Ady1 l H s AdA g Q . HenceA A A A A A H A
every nontrivial subgroup of H of the form gAgy1 l H is conjugate in H
to some member of Q . Since the members of Q are distinct free factorsA A
of H, no two of them can be conjugate in H. Hence Q constitutes a fullA
set of distinct representatives of the conjugacy classes in H of nontrivial
y1 < <subgroups of the form gAg l H. This establishes the invariance of QA
 < < .and of Q analogously .B
ÃIt also follows from the above that M, the normal closure in H of M
 .which is here the free product of the members of Q j Q is an invariantA B
< <of H and the decomposition G s A ) B. Since F is the rank of the free
U
Ã < <group HrM, the invariance of F follows.
Remark. It is immediate from the KS-theorem that in general
d H F KS-rank H = max d gAgy1 l H , d gBgy1 l H , 1 , .  .  4 .  .
ggG
 .where d K denotes the minimal number of generators of the group K. It
would be desirable to have a bound in the other direction under suitable
. conditions on A ) B! . For an attempt at obtaining such an estimate see
Uw x .2, Sect. 5 . Of course in the rather special situation we are considering
 y1  4 .namely gUg l H s 1 for all g g G the Grushko]Neumann theorem
 .gives KS-rank H F d H .
w xThe following result of Karrass]Solitar 7 shows that even for arbitrary
 .finitely generated subgroups H F A ) B there is at least for certain U a
U
 .qualitative two-way relationship between d H and KS-rank H.
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 .PROPOSITION 2. If e¨ery subgroup of U including U itself is finitely
generated, then H F G s A ) B is finitely generated if and only if KS-rank H
U
is finite and for all g g G, gAgy1 l H and gBgy1 l H are finitely generated.
w xAs noted in 2 , this proposition is immediate from Lemma 3 and
w xTheorems 4, 5 of 7 .
 .2.2. The Karrass]Solitar KS- Graph of a Subgroup H F A ) B
U
wThis is analogous to the ``Kurosh graph'' of H F A) B, introduced in 3,
xSect. 2 , and here we essentially adapt the material of that section to the
present more general situation H F A ) B ultimately with the condition
Uy1  4 . gUg l H s 1 for all g g G, imposed . Some of the differences are,
.however, nontrivial.
 .Any KS-system C , C for a subgroup H of G s A ) B, determinesA B
U
 .  .  .directed, labelled graphs G H , G H , G H as follows: The vertices ofA B
all three graphs are taken to be the same, namely the double cosets HgU,
 .g g G. The edges of G H are defined as follows: Corresponding to eachA
 4  .element d e g R , d g D , e g T _ 1 thus e / 1 we introduce anA A A A A A A A
edge from the vertex Hd U to Hd e U, called an A-edge, labelled withA A A
the set of all a g A such that Hd aU s Hd e U; it is easily verified thatA A A
 y1 .this labelling set is just the double coset d Hd l A e U. Similarly,A A A
corresponding to each element d s d e g R l R with d g D , eA B B A B B B B
 4g T _ 1 , we introduce an edge from Hd U to Hd e U, called a B-edge,B B B B
labelled with the set of all b g B such that Hd bU s Hd e U, i.e., withB B B
 y1 .the double coset d Hd l B e U. This completes the definition ofB B B
 .  .G H . In view of the defining properties of C , the graph G H is a tree.A A A
  . . The tree G H is defined analogously. Both of these trees are relatedB
to that of the tree-product base M of the subgroup H, as described in the
.Karrass]Solitar subgroup theorem.
 .  .The trees G H and G H coincide except for certain extremal edges;A B
 .  .the edges of G H not in G H are just those extremal edges withA B
 .terminal vertex HcU, c g C _C , and similarly for the edges of G HA B B
 .  .  .not in G H . It follows that the union G H j G H is a graph withA A B
 .graph-theoretical fundamental group freely generated by the equivalence
 .   ..y1classes of loops determined see below by the elements r w r of F,
  .  ..with base point taken to be the double coset HU. Thus p G H j G H1 A B
is identifiable in the natural way with the free subgroup of H freely
generated by F.
 .  .  .We obtain the graph G H from G H j G H by attaching labelledA B
cycles to certain vertices as follows: Corresponding to each d g D i.e.,A A
. y1to each element of C with trivial A-ending such that d Ad l H gA A A
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d Udy1, we introduce an edge starting and ending at the vertex Hd UA A A
 .  y1 . i.e., a cycle labelled with the double coset d Hd l A U which con-A A
.sists of those elements a of A such that Hd aU s Hd U . AnalogousA A
labelled cycles are attached to those vertices Hd U, d g D , for whichB B B
d Bdy1 l H g d Udy1. Finally, if both A l H F U and B l H F U, butB B B B
 4H l U / 1 , we attach a cycle labelled with H l U to the vertex HU.
Thus the set of vertices to which cycles are attached corresponds to
 .Q j Q see the preceding subsection , together with H l U if this isA B
nontrivial. Note that the vertex HU may have two cycles attached to it,
 .  . .labelled with A l H U and B l H U, if these are not contained in U.
 .QUESTION. Can such a graph G H be defined in invariant fashion, i.e.,
 .without resorting to any particular KS-system C , C for H in A ) B?A B
U
A positive answer might be relevant to the question of the invariance of
the KS-rank under less restrictive conditions on H than that of Proposi-
tion 1 of Subsection 2.1.
 .  . The Karrass]Solitar KS -graph G# H of H relative to a given KS-sys-
 ..  .tem C , C is then defined as follows: We first take the spine G H ofA B 0
 .  .G H , i.e., the minimal deformation retract of the realization of G H ,
 .obtained by removing all branches of G H , where a branch is a subtree
 . meeting the rest of G H in a single vertex which remains a vertex of
 ..  .  .G H . The KS-graph G# H is then obtained by reattaching to G H0 0
 . the unique reduced path joining the vertex HU to G H . In the case0
 .  .where G H is a tree, we take G# H to consist of the single vertex HU,
. with no edges. This definition differs slightly from that of the Kurosh
  4. w x  . .graph the case U s 1 defined in 3 to be the spine G H . Note that0
 .  .since G H is connected, so is G# H .
 .With any element g s t ??? t u g C j C in reduced form we as-1 n A B
 .sociate the obvious directed path g in G H with successive verticesÃ
HU, Ht U, Ht t U, . . . , HgU, and with gy1 the inverse path gy1 from HgUÃ1 1 2
 .to HU. From the construction of G H it is clear that a free basis for the$
y1 .  .loop classes of the graph G H is provided by the loops r f r , where .Ã
y1 Ã Ãy1  ..r f r ranges over F, together with the loops d E d where EA A A A
 y1 .  .denotes the cycle attached to Hd U labelled with d Hd l A U g U ,A A A
Ã Ãy1and the analogous loops d E d . Clearly these also provide a free basisB B B
 .for the loop classes of the KS-graph G# H , with base point the same
vertex HU. The following lemma is immediate from this and the definition
  . .of KS-rank in the preceding subsection. Compare 6 in Section 1 above.
 w x.LEMMA 2.2.1 cf. 3, Lemma 2.1 . The KS-rank of H F A ) B is finite if
U
 .and only if G# H is a finite graph, and then
KS-rank H y 1 s yx , . G#H .
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 .FIG. 1. Here the A i G 1 are cosets in A of subgroups of A, and A F A.i 0
where x denotes the Euler characteristic of a connected finite graph G i.e.,G
.  .the number of ¨ertices less the number of edges of G . From the easy
graph-theoretical fact that
y2 x s ¨ x y 2 , . .G
xgVertG
 .where ¨ x denotes the ¨alency of the ¨ertex x, it follows that
2 KS-rank H y 1 s ¨ x y 2 . 14 .  .  . .
 .xgVertG# H
 .For any vertex HgU of G# H with at least one A-edge emanating from
it, we define the A-star neighbourhood of HgU to be the subgraph of
 . G# H consisting of all A-edges emanating from HgU together with the
.vertex HgU and the terminal vertices of these edges . The vertex HgU
itself will be called the origin, denoted by O, of the associated A-star
 .neighbourhood. Clearly A-star neighbourhoods of G# H come in two
types}with and without a cycle attached to the origin}as shown in Fig. 1.
 .It is easy to see from the construction of G H that any two distinct
 .A-star neighbourhoods of G# H are disjoint, i.e., have no edges or
 .vertices in common. The B-star neighbourhoods of G# H are defined
analogously, and of course have the same properties.
Now consider subgroups H F H F A ) B, and the associated map1 2
U
p : Vert G H ª Vert G H .  .1 2
  .  .where G H and G H are defined with respect to any KS-systems for1 2
.H and H in A ) B defined by1 2
U
p : H gU ¬ H gU.1 2
 w xAs noted in 3 , this is related to the map between certain covering spaces
.associated with the subgroups H and H of A ) B.1 2
U
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The crucial properties for us of the map p are given by the following
 w x.lemma the analogue of 3, Lemma 2.2 .
 w x.  .LEMMA 2.2.2 cf. 3, Lemma 2.2 . i The map p sends the ¨ertices of the
 .  .  .  .subgraph G# H of G H to ¨ertices of the subgraph G# H of G H .1 1 2 2
 .ii The map p sends the ¨ertices of each A-star neighbourhood of
 .  . G# H to those of an A-star neighbourhood of G# H and similarly for the1 2
.B-star neighbourhoods .
 . y1  4iii Assume that gUg l H s 1 for all g g A ) B. Let N denote2 2
U
 .any A-star neighbourhood of G# H of type I. Then any A-star neighbour-2
 . hood N of G# H whose ¨ertices are mapped under p in accordance with1 1
 ..ii to those of N , is also of type I, and moreo¨er p is one-to-one on the2
¨ertices of N . The analogous statement holds for B-star neighbourhoods of1
 .  . .G# H and G# H .1 2
 .QUESTION. Concerning the statement i : Does the map p send
 .  .   4 wVert G H to Vert G H ? This is the case if U s 1 , as is shown in 3,0 1 0 2
 .x .Lemma 2.2 i .
wProof of Lemma 2.2.2. We adapt the relevant portions of 3, Lemma
x2.2 to the present more general situation.
 .  4  4i If H s 1 the assertion holds trivially. Suppose H / 1 and1 1
 1. 1..  .let C , C be the KS-system for H in A ) B, determining G H . ForA B 1 1
U
 .any vertex H gU of G# H we must have, by construction, that H gU s1 1 1
H dU for some d g R1. which is an initial segment of some KS-generator1 A
w of H , i.e., where w g U l H or has the form d ady1, d g D1.,1 1 A A A A
y1 1.   ..y1a g A_U, or d bd , d g D , b g B_U, or r w r , an element ofB B B B
F1. Since H F H , we also have w g H , so that1 2 2
w s w ??? w ,1 n
where w , . . . , w are KS-generators of H relative to the KS-system1 n 2
 2. 2..  ..C , C for H in A ) B determining G H , and where, as we mayA B 2 2
U
suppose, n is least. Let i be least such that d is an initial segment of
 .w ??? w after reduction of the latter element to normal form in A ) B . It1 i
U
follows that the KS-generator w of H can be written as wX wY in such ai 2 i i
way that
< < < X < < Y < Xw s w q w , and d s w ??? w w .i i i 1 iy1 i
We then have
y1X YH gU s H dU s H w U s H w U. 15 .  .2 2 2 i 2 i
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X  Y .y1Since w is a KS-generator of H , either w or w has the form d u,i 2 i i i
2. where d g R , u g U. This follows from the fact that the conversion ofi A
a seminormal form}i.e., alternating product of elements from A_U and
.B_U}to normal form proceeds from left to right one syllable at a time.
 .Hence from 15 we have
p H gU s H gU s H d U, .1 2 2 i
where d g R2. is an initial segment of the KS-generator w of H or thei A i 2
 .inverse thereof. Hence H gU is a vertex of G# H , as claimed.2 2
 .  .ii Consider any A-star neighbourhood of G# H with origin1
O s H gU. Then each vertex of this A-star neighbourhood has the form1
H ga U for some appropriate a g A, and has H ga U as its image under1 i i 2 i
  .the map p. By definition of a KS-system see in particular part ii of that
.definition in Subsection 2.1 , we have for each i,
H ga U s H da U, d g D2. , a g T , da g R2. ,2 i 2 i A i A i A
i.e., all these vertices are vertices of the A-star neighbourhood with origin
 .  .H dU in the graph G H . By i , already established, all the vertices2 2
 .H ga U are already in G# H . It thus remains to show that H dU g2 i 2 2
 .  .G# H . However, this follows directly from the construction of G# H .2 2
 .  .iii Let N , N be as in statement iii . Suppose N is of type II, i.e.,1 2 1
has an A-cycle attached to its origin H d U, say, d g D1.. Then by1 1 1 A
 . y1 y1construction of G H we must have d Ad l H g d Ud , whence1 1 1 1 1 1
certainly
d Ady1 l H g d Udy1 . 16 .1 1 2 1 1
Let H d U s H daU where d g D2., a g T , da g R2.. It follows from2 1 2 A A A
 .the proof of statement ii of the lemma that the origin of N is H dU.2 2
Since H d U s H daU, we have d s h dau for some h g H , u g U,2 1 2 1 2 2 2
 .whence 16 can be rewritten as
h dauAuy1ay1dy1 hy1 l H g h dauUuy1ay1dy1 hy1 ,2 2 2 2 2
which on conjugating by h yields dAdy1 l H g daUay1dy1. Hence2 2
y1  4certainly dAd l H / 1 . This together with the assumption of this part2
y1  4of the lemma that gUg l H s 1 for all g g A ) B, then yields2
U
dAdy1 l H g dUdy1 .2
Hence there is an A-cycle attached to the origin H dU of N , contradict-2 2
ing the assumption that N is of type I. Hence N must be of type I.2 1
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It remains to show that p is one-to-one on Vert N . Suppose the1
contrary, and let H d a U, H d a U be distinct vertices of N sent under1 1 1 1 1 2 1
p to the same vertex of N ; thus H d a U s H d a U. Writing as before2 2 1 1 2 1 2
H d U s H daU, we infer that for some u , u g U2 1 2 1 2
1 / d au a u ay1 uy1ay1 dy1 g dAdy1 l H . .2 1 1 2 2 2
y1  4 y1Hence dAd l H / 1 , whence, in view of the assumption that gUg2
 4 y1 y1l H s 1 for all g g A ) B, we again infer that dAd l H g dUd ,2 2
U
so that the vertex H dU has an A-cycle attached to it, contradicting the2
assumption that N is of type I.2
2.3. Intersections of Double Cosets in A ) B
U
Let H, K be subgroups of G s A ) B, let p and p be the naturalH K
U
 .  .  .projections from Vert G H l K to Vert G H and Vert G K , defined by
H l K gU ¬ HgU, H l K gU ¬ KgU, .  .
and consider the map
p = p : Vert G H l K ª Vert G H = Vert G K , .  .  .H K
given by
H l K gU ¬ HgU, KgU s p H l K gU , p H l K gU . .  .  .  . .  . .H K
  .  .  .Here G H , G K , G H l K are defined in terms of KS-systems for
.  4  w x.H, K, H l K respectively. In the case U s 1 considered in 3 this map
 .is one-to-one since H l K g s Hg l Kg. However, if U is nontrivial then
 .in general even infinitely many distinct double cosets H l K g U mayi
 .map to a single pair HgU, KgU , i.e., an intersection HgU l KgU may
 .contain more than one and even infinitely many H l K, U -double cosets
< <  .if U s `. See the example in the Introduction. However, using Lemma
1.1 we shall show that if A is free and U is maximal cyclic in A, and H, K
 .are finitely generated, then this cannot occur for HgU g Vert G# H ,
 .KgU g Vert G# K , and in fact in this situation one can exhibit an upper
 .bound for the number of H l K, U -double cosets contained in any
intersection HgU l KgU. The following result is a corrected, and in part
w x .improved, version of 2, Theorem 4.1 .
THEOREM 2.3.1. Let A be free, B arbitrary, U maximal cyclic in A, and
H, K arbitrary finitely generated subgroups of G s A ) B. There exist left
U
trans¨ ersals T , T , containing 1, for U in A and B respecti¨ ely, such that anyA B
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 H H .  K K .corresponding KS-systems C , C , C , C for H and K in G, ha¨e theA B A B
following property: Each intersection HgU l KgU, g g G, contains at most
¨ Hd U q 1 ¨ Kd U q 1 .  . .  .A H A K
< < y1= max 1, 8 u rank d Ad l H y 1 q 3 4 . .H H
< < y1= max 1, 8 u rank d Ad l K y 1 q 3 17 . 4 . .K K
 .H l K, U -double cosets containing elements with endings in A_U; here dH
H  .is the representati¨ e in D of the double coset HgA, and ¨ Hd U is theA A H
 . number of A-edges emanating from the ¨ertex Hd U in G# H if Hd U isH H
 .  . .not a ¨ertex of G# H , we set ¨ Hd U [ 0 , and similarly for d andA H K
 . < <¨ Kd U ; finally u is the length of any generator u of U in terms of any freeA K
basis for the free group A.
Note that by Proposition 2 of Subsection 2.1, under the assumptions
of this theorem, the KS-ranks of H, K, and hence also the graphs
 .  . . U UG# H , G# K , are finite. Writing p , p for the restrictions of the mapsH K
 .  .  . U Up , p to G# H , G# K , we have by Lemma 2.2.2 ii that p = p sendsH K H K
 .  .  .Vert G# H l K to Vert G# H = Vert G# K .
COROLLARY 2.3.2. The complete in¨erse image under pU = pU of a pairH K
 .  .  .HgU, KgU g Vert G# H = Vert G# K has size bounded abo¨e by at
 .   .most one more than the quantity 17 . Here G H l K is defined in terms of
.any KS-system for H l K in A ) B.
U
Proof. It is easy to see from the definition of G# that every vertex
 .  .  .H l K g U of G# H l K except possibly the base point H l K U, isi
``double-ended'' in the sense that it contains both elements with terminal
syllable from A_U and elements with terminal syllable from B_U. Hence
 .if the base point is not in the complete inverse image of HgU, KgU , then
 .  .the bound 17 for the number of double cosets H l K g U contained ini
HgU l KgU containing elements with endings from A_U, affords a bound
 . U Uon the size of the complete inverse image of HgU, KgU under p = p .H K
Adding one to this quantity allows for the possibility that the base point of
 .G# H l K is in this complete inverse image but contains no elements
with ending in A_U.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1. To begin with we prove the
w xfollowing lemma, a correction and partial improvement of 2, Lemma 4.3 ,
and parallel to Lemma 1.1.
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LEMMA 2.3.3. Let G s A ) B where A is free and U is maximal cyclic in
U
 .  .  .A. Let T be a left trans¨ ersal for U in A satisfying 3 , 4 , and 5 of LemmaA
 .1.1, let T be any left trans¨ ersal for U in B, containing 1, and let C , C beB A B
any KS-system constructed from T , T . Let Hg be any coset of any finitelyA B
 .generated subgroup H of G, and denote by E s E Hg the set of elements of
Hg with ends in A_U, and by E the set obtained from E by deleting the1
U-syllables from the ends of the normal forms of the elements of E. Then there
is a subset V : U containing at most1
< < y1¨ HdU q 1 max 1, 8 u rank dAd l H y 1 q 3 18 .  .  . 4 .  .A
elements, such that
E : E V gy1Hg l U . .1 1
Here d is the representati¨ e in D of HgA, and, as in Theorem 2.3.1,A
 .  .¨ HdU [ 0 if HdU is not a ¨ertex of G# H , and otherwise is the numberA
 . < <of A-edges emanating from the ¨ertex HdU in G# H ; u is the length of any
generator u of U in terms of any free basis of A.
This lemma depends in turn on the following technical result, which is
w x  w x.Lemma 3.5 of 1 with additional details as given in the proof in 1
 w x .included. See also 2, Lemma 2.2 .
LEMMA 2.3.4. Let H F G s A ) B, let T , T be trans¨ ersals containingA B
U
 .1 for U in A, B, and let C , C be any KS-system for H in G constructedA B
from T , T . Let g g R , and write g s dq, where d g D , q g T . If a g AA B A A A
is the end of any element of Hg _U then a has the form a s uqy1a q, where1 1
u g U, a g A l dy1Hd, q g T , and either q s 1, or dq g R and1 1 A 1 1 A
 .Hdq U g Vert G# H .1
w xProof of Lemma 2.3.3. This follows closely the proof of 2, Lemma 4.3 ,
with Lemma 1.1 invoked at the appropriate juncture. Suppose a g A_U
ends some element of Hg _U, where, as in the lemma, Hg is any coset of
H. Let g g R be the representative in C of the double coset HgU, and1 A A
write g s dq, where d g D , q g T . Then g s hg u for some h g H,1 A A 1
u g U. By Lemma 2.3.4,
a s u qy1a qu s u qy1a q qy1qu , .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
where u g U, a g A l dy1Hd, and q g T is either 1, or is such that1 1 1 A
 .dq g R and Hdq U g Vert G# H . Thus1 A 1
y1y1 y1u a g A l dq H dq q qu. .  . .1 1 1 1
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 .y1  . y1By Lemma 1.1 with A, A l dq H dq and q qu in the roles of F,1 1 1
H, and g, respectively, there is a subset V of U containing at most
y1< <max 1, 8 u rank A l dq H dq y 1 q 3 .  . . 5 /1 1
< < ds max 1, 8 u rank A y 1 q 3 4 .H
elements, such that
y1 y1A l dq H dq q qu .  . .1 1 1
y1 y1y1 y1: T V q qu A l dq H dq q qu l U .  . .  . .A 1 1 1 1
s T V gy1Hg l U . .A
y1  y1 .Hence u a g T V g Hg l U , and since T was chosen to satisfy in1 A A
  4.  4particular U T _ 1 s T _ 1 , it follows thatA A
a g T V gy1Hg l U . .A
 y1 .Since Hg is fixed, and therefore also q and u modulo g Hg l U , we
 .may write V q for V, where, as noted above, either q s 1, or dq g R1 1 1 A
 .  .and Hdq U g Vert G# H . Writing V for the union of all such V q , we1 1 1
 .  .  .see that if HdU f Vert G# H , then V s V 1 , in which case by 31
< < < < dV F max 1, 8 u rank A y 1 q 3 . 4 .1 H
 .On the other hand if HdU g Vert G# H , then certainly
< < < < dV F ¨ HdU q 1 max 1, 8 u rank A y 1 q 3 , .  4 .  .1 A H
 .where ¨ HdU is the number of A-edges leading out of the vertex HdUA
 .  .in G# H . Hence in either case the set V satisfies 18 , and for all1
 y1elements a g A_U which end elements of Hg, we have a g T V g HgA 1
.l U , as required.
wProof of Theorem 2.3.1. This is essentially the same as the proof of 2,
xTheorem 4.1 , with one correction, and parallels the proof of Theorem 1 in
Section 1.
Choose left transversals T , T for U in A, B, as in Lemma 2.3.3. ForA B
arbitrary g g G, let Y be a set of representatives ending in elements of
 .A_U, of distinct H l K, U -double cosets contained in HgU l KgU. We
may clearly assume that every y g Y has U-syllable 1. By Lemma 2.3.3
 .  .there are subsets V H and V K of U satisfying
y1< <V H F ¨ Hd U q 1 max 1, 8 u rank d Ad l H y 1 q 3 .  . .  4 . .A H H H
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and
y1< <V K F ¨ Kd U q 1 max 1, 8 u rank d Ad l K y 1 q 3 , .  . .  4 . .A K K K
such that the endings of all elements of Hg which end in elements of
 . y1 . A_U lie in T V H g Hg l U , and similarly for Kg. Here d andA H
 .   . . .¨ Hd U and d , ¨ Kd U analogously are as in Theorem 2.3.1.A H K A K
 .Clearly, by reducing V H if necessary, we may assume that distinct
 . y1 elements of V H lie in distinct left cosets of g Hg l U in U and
 .. y1 y1similarly for V K . Let W , W be left transversals for g Hg l U, g KgH K
 .  .l U, respectively in U, such that W = V H , W = V K . For eachH K
y g Y, we have
y s hgu s kg¨ for some h g H , k g K , u , ¨ g U. 19 .
y1 y1 Here we may assume that u g W , ¨ g W . Suppose for instanceH K
uy1 s wu where w g W , u g gy1Hg l U; then u s uy1 wy1, and1 H 1 1
hgu s hguy1 gy1 gwy1 s h gwy1 , where h g H ,1 1 1
 . y1 .so that instead of hgu in 19 , we may take h gw . This assumed, we1
have for each y g Y, that yuy1 s hg, y¨y1 s kg with uy1 g W , ¨y1 gH
W . Since every y has U-syllable 1, and the A-ending of yuy1 s hg lies inK
 . y1 . y1  .T V H g Hg l U , and also u g W = V H , it follows that in factA H
y1  . y1  .we must have u g V H , and, similarly, ¨ g V K . We conclude that
<  . < <  . <Y contains at most V H = V K elements since if y , y g Y are such1 2
that y s h gu s k g¨ and y s h gu s k g¨ , then y yy1 g H l K and1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2
 .therefore y and y cannot represent distinct H l K, U -double cosets.1 2
2.4. Completion of the Proof of Theorem 2
As in Theorem 2, let G s A ) B where A is free and U is maximal
U
cyclic in A, and let H, K be finitely generated subgroups of G or,
equivalently, have finite KS-ranks and satisfy the condition that gAgy1 l
H, gBgy1 l H, gAgy1 l K, gBgy1 l K are finitely generated for all
.g g G . Choose left transversals T , T , containing 1, for U in A, B,A B
  H H .  K K .  H l Krespectively and construct KS-systems C , C , C , C , C ,A B A B A
H l K . . C arbitrarily from these such that the bound in Theorem 2.3.1 andB
.so also in Corollary 2.3.2 holds. Thus under the map
pU = pU : Vert G# H l K ª Vert G# H = Vert G# K , .  .  .H K
 .any pair of the form HgU, KgU in the codomain has at most
1 q b HgU b KgU 20 .  .  .
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preimages where
b HgU [ ¨ Hd U q 1 .  . .A H
< < y1= max 1, 8 u rank d Ad l H y 1 q 3 ; 21 . 4 . .H H
 . < < here d , ¨ Hd U and u are as defined in Theorem 2.3.1. The quantityH A H
 . . b KgU is defined analogously. Note that if Hg U l Kg U / B, then of1 2
course we may take any element g in their intersection as common
.representative. Since, as noted above, the assumption that H and K are
finitely generated entails in particular the finiteness of the KS-ranks of H
 .and K relative to any KS-systems for H and K , it follows that the
 .  .  .KS-graphs G# H , G# K are finite, whence so also is G# H l K , in view
 .  .of the bound 20 on the number of preimages of each pair HgU, KgU g
 .  . U UVert G# H = Vert G# K under p = p .H K
A A  .  .Let N , N be any A-star neighbourhoods in G# H , G# K , respec-H K
tively, and let N 1. , N 2. , . . . , N  l . comprise all distinct A-starH l K H l K H l K
 . Aneighbourhoods in G# H l K whose vertices are sent to Vert N by pH H
A  .and to Vert N by p ; here we are invoking Lemma 2.2.2 ii . Since theK K
U U  . Anumber of preimages under p = p of each pair x, y g Vert N =H K H
A  .  .   .  .Vert N is bounded above by 1 q b x b y where b x is as in 21 etK
.  i.seq. , it follows that if N has r vertices, thenH l K i
l
r F 1 q b x b y . 22 .  .  . . i
A Ais1  .x , y gVert N =Vert NH K
Write O i. for the origin of the A-star neighbourhood N  i. . IfH l K H l K
 i.  .  .   i. .O / H l K U in G# H l K , then we clearly have ¨ O , theH l K H l K
 i.  .valency of the vertex O in G# H l K , equal to r or r q 2 accordingH l K i i
to whether N  i. is of type I or type II. Hence if none of the N  i. hasH l K H l K
 .origin H l K U, then certainly
l l
 i.¨ O y 2 F r . 23 . . . H l K i
is1 is1
 i. 1. 1. On the other hand if one of the N , say N , has origin O s HH l K H l K H l K
.  1. . lK U, then the A-valency ¨ O i.e., the number of A-edgesA H l K
1. .emanating from O is r q 1 or r y 1, depending on whether or notH l K 1 1
1.  .there is a cycle attached to O s H l K U. In this case in place ofH l K
 .23 we may therefore use
l l
1.  i.¨ O y 1 q ¨ O y 2 F r . 24 . .  . .  . A H l K H l K i
is2 is1
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 .We now consider the right-hand side of the basic inequality 22 . For
A   .each vertex HgU of N we have by definition see 21 and TheoremH
.2.3.1
b HgU [ ¨ Hd U q 1 .  . .A H
< < y1= max 1, 8 u rank d Ad l H y 1 q 3 , 25 . 4 . .H H
A   .where Hd U s O , the origin of N and similarly for b KgU , KgU gH H H
A. < A < < A <Vert N . Hence writing m [ Vert N , n [ Vert N , the right-handK H K
 .side of 22 becomes
1 q b O b O .  . . H K
A A .x , y gVert N =Vert NH K
s mn 1 q b O b O .  . .H K
< < y1F max 1, 8 u rank gAg l H y 1 q 3 4 . .
ggG
= < < y1max 1, 8 u rank gAg l K y 1 q 3 4 . .
ggG
= mn 1 q ¨ O q 1 ¨ O q 1 , .  . .  .A H A K
that is,
1 q b O b O .  . . H K
A A .x , y gVert N =Vert NH K
F r r mn 1 q ¨ O q 1 ¨ O q 1 , 26 .  .  . .  .H K A H A K
 .where the inequality follows from 25 , and in the final expression we have
set
< < y1r [ max 1, 8 u rank gAg l H y 1 q 3 , 4 . .H
ggG
with r defined analogously.K
 .Now if neither O nor O is the base point HU or KU of theH K
 .  .respective KS-graph G# H or G# K , then
¨ O q 1 s ¨ O s m or m q 2, and .  .A H H
¨ O q 1 s ¨ O s n or n q 2, .  .A K K
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 .and 26 becomes
mn 1 q b O b O s 1 q b O b O .  .  .  . .  .H K H K /
A A .x , y gVert N =Vert NH K
F r r ¨ O ¨ O 1 q ¨ O ¨ O .  .  .  . .H K H K H K
s r r f ¨ O y 2, ¨ O y 2 , 27 .  .  . .H K H K
 .  . .wwhere f denotes the degree-four polynomial f u, ¨ [ u q 2 ¨ q 2 1 q
 . .x 2 2 2 2 2 2u q 2 ¨ q 2 s u ¨ q 4u ¨ q 4u¨ q 17u¨ q 4u q 4¨ q 18u q
18¨ q 20.
 .  .If O s HU but O / KU, then ¨ O s m y 1 or m q 1, and 26H K A H
  .  ..yields as an upper bound for mn 1 q b O b O the expression ob-H K
 .   . .   . .tained from 27 by replacing ¨ O y 2 throughout by ¨ O y 1H A H
 .and analogously if O / HU, O s KU . Finally, if O s HU, O s KU,H K H K
  .  ..then the appropriate upper bound for mn 1 q b O b O is obtainedH K
  . .   . .  .by replacing both ¨ O y 2 and ¨ O y 2 throughout in 27 byH K
  . .   . .¨ O y 1 and ¨ O y 1 , respectively.A H A K
 .  .  .  .From 22 , 23 , 26 , and 27 we obtain, in the case where none of
O , O , O i. , i s 1, 2, . . . , l, is the root of the appropriate KS-graph, theH K H l K
inequality
l
 i.¨ O y 2 F r r f ¨ O y 2, ¨ O y 2 . 28 .  .  . . . . H l K H K H K
is1
 .In the case where one or both of O and O are the root of G# H orH K
 .G# K then the appropriate inequality is obtained from this one by
  . .   . .   . .replacing ¨ O y 2 or ¨ O y 2 , as the case may be, by ¨ O y 1H K A H
  . .  .or ¨ O y 1 in the right-hand side of 28 , and furthermore if one ofA K
 i. 1.  .  .the O , say O , is H l K U, then the left-hand side of 28 is toH l K H l K
 .be replaced by the left-hand side of the inequality 24 .
At this stage we impose the condition that
y1 y1  4H l gUg s K l gUg s 1 for all g g A ) B , 29 .
U
 .in order to be able to apply part iii of Lemma 2.2.2 to the maps p andH
 .p . This condition assumed, it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 iii , that, inK
A  .particular, if N is any A-star neighbourhood of G# H with just twoH
vertices and one edge so that its origin O has just one A-edge emanat-H
 . .ing from it and, if O / HU, has valency ¨ O s 2 then the completeH H
A  .inverse image under p of Vert N consists of the vertices of a disjointH H
 . union of similar A-star neighbourhoods of G# H l K and analogously
A B B.for such N , N , N .K H K
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A A Hence if either of N , N is of this special type i.e., having just twoH K
.vertices and one A-edge with origin different from base point then each
 i.  .of the A-star neighbourhoods N of G# H l K satisfyingH l K
p Vert N  i. : Vert N A , p Vert N  i. : Vert N A , .  .H H l K H K H l K K
will likewise be of this special type, and hence, since of valency two, will
 .contribute zero to the left-hand side of 28 . We conclude that the
 . A Aleft-hand side of 28 will be zero if either N or N is of this specialH K
type.
QUESTION. In this step in the proof is it possible to dispense with the
 .assumption 29 ? Settling this would seem to require a more detailed
 .investigation of the manner in which p and p map the vertices of starH K
 .neighbourhoods of G# H l K to those of star neighbourhoods of the
 .   ..above ``special type'' in G# H and G# K .
 .  .It follows that summation of the inequality 28 over all pairs O , OH K
 A A.of origins of A-star neighbourhoods N , N neither of which is of theH K
``special type'' defined above with the understanding that the inequality
 . 1.28 is to be modified appropriately if one or more of O , O , and OH K H l K
.is a base point will yield
¨ H l K U y 1 q ¨ x y 2 .  . .  . . A
x
F r r f ¨ y y 2, ¨ z y 2 .  . .H K 
y , z
q f ¨ y y 2, ¨ KU y 1 .  . . A
y
q f ¨ HU y 1, ¨ z y 2 , 30 .  .  . . A 5
z
 .where x ranges over the origins of A-star neighbourhoods of G# H l K
 .  .subject to x / H l K U and ¨ x G 3, y ranges over the origins of
 .  .A-star neighbourhoods of G# H subject to y / HU and ¨ y G 3, and
similarly for z. Adding to this the analogous inequality with B replacing A
  . . .   . . .throughout, and noting that ¨ H l K U y 1 q ¨ H l K U y 1A B
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 . .s ¨ H l K U y 2, we obtain
¨ x y 2 F r r f ¨ y y 2, ¨ z y 2 .  .  . .  . H K 
x y , z
q f ¨ y y 2, ¨ KU y 1 .  . . A
y
q f ¨ HU y 1, ¨ z y 2 .  . . A
z
q f ¨ yX y 2, ¨ zX y 2 .  . .
X Xy , z
q f ¨ yX y 2, ¨ KU y 1 .  . . B
Xy
q f ¨ HU y 1, ¨ zX y 2 , 31 .  .  . . B 5
Xz
 .where now x ranges over all vertices of G# H l K of valency G 3,
 . Xtogether with the base point H l K U, y ranges over the origins of
 . X  X.B-star neighbourhoods of G# H subject to y / HU and ¨ y G 3, and
X  .similarly for z , while y, z are as in 30 .
Noting that all the terms of the polynomial f have positive coefficients
 .  .and ¨ HU y 1 G y1, ¨ KU y 1 G y1, etc., we deduce that the fol-A A
 .lowing expression is an upper bound for the right-hand side of 31 since it
has a few more positive terms:
r r f ¨ y y 2, ¨ z y 2 q f ¨ y y 2, ¨ KU q 1 .  .  .  . .  . H K A
y , z y
q f ¨ HU q 1, ¨ z y 2 q f ¨ y y 2, ¨ KU q 1 .  .  .  . .  . A B
z y
q f ¨ HU q 1, ¨ z y 2 , 32 .  .  . . B 5
z
 .where now y ranges over all the vertices of G# H subject to y / HU and
 .  .  .¨ y G 3, and similarly for z. Next, we observe that f u, ¨ F q u, ¨ [
u2 ¨ 2 q 36u2 ¨ q 36u¨ 2 q 17u¨ , holds for any u, ¨ G 1. Moreover, this
 .  . quartic polynomial q has the property that q u , ¨ q q u , ¨ F q u q1 2 1
.  .  .  .u , ¨ and q u, ¨ q q u, ¨ F q u, ¨ q ¨ for any u, ¨ , u , u , ¨ , ¨ G2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1, since each term of q has this property. Hence, by adding the extra
  .  .  .  . .positive term r r q ¨ HU q ¨ HU q 2, ¨ KU q ¨ KU q 2 toH K A B A B
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 .  .32 , we see that the expression 32 is bounded by the quantity
r r q ¨ HU q ¨ HU q 2 q ¨ y y 2 , .  .  . .H K A B
y
¨ KU q ¨ KU q 2 q ¨ z y 2 33 .  .  .  . .A B /
z
 .  .  .  .   .where y, z are as in 32 . From 31 , 32 , 33 , and the fact that ¨ HUA
.   . .  .y 1 q ¨ HU y 1 s ¨ HU y 2, and similarly for the base point KU,B
we conclude that
¨ x y 2 F r r q 4 q ¨ y y 2 , 4 q ¨ z y 2 , 34 .  .  .  . .  .  .  H K  /
x y z
 .where now x ranges over all the vertices of G# H l K of valency G 3,
 .together with the base point H l K U, y ranges over all the vertices of
 .G# H of valency G 3, together with the base point HU, and similarly for
  . .z. In this inequality if we replace, as we may by Lemma 2.2.1,  ¨ x y 2x
  . .   . . by the equal quantity 2 KS-rank H l K y 1 ,  ¨ y y 2 by 2 KS-y
 . .   . .   . .rank H y 1 , and  ¨ z y 2 by 2 KS-rank K y 1 , we obtainz
2 KS-rank H l K y 1 . .
2 2F r r 16 KS-rank H q 1 KS-rank K q 1 q ??? , .  . .  . 4H K
completing the proof of Theorem 2.
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